Let your mailbox announce your holiday greetings to guests and passersby. This swag is constructed of balsam fir and accented with a velour bow. It includes a specialized flex band attachment and is designed to fit most mailboxes.

Fireside Basket
A decorative basket with our Fatwood natural fire starter and copper sulfate coated Crystal Cones that produce beautiful colored flames in your wood fireplace or outside fire.

Made in the USA

Potawatomi Area Council
804 Bluemound Road
Waukesha, WI 53188
262.436.8419

Fallen Hero Wreath
Wreath to be delivered to a Wisconsin Veteran Cemetery.

Wish to learn more or make a donation?
Go to: www.pacbsa.org

Deluxe Mixed Swag
The ultimate combination of favorite evergreens and natural pine cones: Fir, Cedar and Berried Juniper lend their holiday best to these beautiful handmade swags.

Made in the USA
This dramatic and fragrant holiday element is perfect for your front door, banister or mantel. Constructed entirely of balsam fir.  

25’ Balsam Garland  
G25 $39.00  
This dramatic and fragrant holiday element is perfect for your front door, banister or mantel. Constructed entirely of balsam fir.

18” ~ 20” All Natural Balsam Recyclable Wreath  
NAT $28.00  
This unique offering from Winter Woods allows you the same beauty and aroma of our other products while being environmentally friendly. No metal ring, no plastic and no wire is used in the creation of this wreath. Constructed of balsam fir, accented with pine cones and a natural plant fiber bow, it is 100% biodegradable and can be recycled, chipped, or placed on a compost pile.

24” Candy Cane Balsam Wreath  
CAN $25.00  
This wreath adds a whimsical element to your holiday decorating décor. Constructed of balsam fir and accented with a velour bow and pinecone.

Classic Balsam Wreath  
C48” ~ $55.00  
A gift anyone would love and appreciate. Constructed entirely of balsam fir, each wreath is accented with a velour bow and pine cones. Choose from three sizes.

Noble Fir Wreath  
Made of Noble Fir from the West Coast. Decorated with pinecones and a velour bow. Available in 24” and 34”.  
NF24” ~ $25.00  
NF34” ~ $36.00

24” Balsam Cross  
BFC $27.00  
This memorial cross honors those who have passed. Constructed of Balsam fir and accented with a velour bow and pinecone.

Unique Offering
Seasonal Evergreen Assortment
An assortment of Balsam Fir, Cedar and Pine with Bonus Birch Branches & Poles. Pot not included.
SEA $22.00

16” Centerpiece
A 16” Balsam wreath with center birch candle.
CTR $25.00

32” Outdoor Planter
A decorative planter of mixed greens and a birch pole. Pot included.
PTR $40.00

Yule Log Set
LOGS $25.00

Deluxe Cinnamon Bowl Filler
Natural décor mix of pine cones and birch pieces.
BF $8.00

Environmentally friendly: No trees are destroyed to produce these products. All products are made in the U.S.A. by a Wisconsin company.
Thank you for supporting scouting with your purchase of quality Winter Woods Products. Please make checks payable to:

---
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